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Abstract. Needs for sensor miniaturization, versatile sensing solutions, and improved measurements’ perfor-
mances in difficult operating environments have recently driven considerable research in optical fiber sensor for
multiparameter measurements. Multiparameter sensors not only enable new sensors’ functionalities, but can
also improve achievable measurement performances for some frequently measured parameters considerably.
This study provides a review of work in the field of miniature fiber-optic sensors that allows independent and
simultaneous measurements of two or more different physical or chemical parameters. Sensor designs and
corresponding signal processing schemes are reviewed and compared. © 2019 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.58.7.072009]
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1 Introduction
Optical fiber sensors have been the topic of intense
research for many years. Recent progress in performance
and cost reduction of passive optical fibers devices and
active opto-electronics components, driven by telecom
and other photonics-related fields, has led to firmer penetra-
tion of fiber-optic sensors into various industrial, medical,
environmental, power, defense, and other applications.
Reasons for introduction of fiber-optic sensors’ solutions
into new application fields are usually associated with
one or more fiber-optic sensors’ attributes that are usually
not available with other (electrical/electronic) sensing sys-
tems, such as dielectric sensor design, immunity to electro-
magnetic interference, harsh environment compatibility
(high temperatures, chemical resistance, and radiation
environment compatibility), multiplexing, and distributed
sensing capability and cylindrical geometry. In addition
to these well-known properties, fiber-optic sensors, how-
ever, also provide interesting opportunities for miniaturiza-
tion and design of sensors that can measure independently
and simultaneously more than one physical or chemical
parameter. These possibilities were explored more inten-
sively only recently, and it is the aim of this article to review
these approaches. Multiparameter sensors require appropri-
ate signal interrogation approaches, which are also dis-
cussed briefly within this review. The current review,
however, does not cover multiplexed sensors that are com-
posed of multiple individual sensors aimed for measure-
ment of different parameters. Although sometimes the
difference between multiplexed sensors aimed for measure-
ments of different parameters and multiparameter sensors
might not be clear, we focus in this review on sensors
that are spatially confined, not separated by longer sec-
tion(s) of fiber(s), and also miniature in size.

Compact size and multiparameter sensing capability might
present an important evolution step in sensing systems for sev-
eral reasons. Multiparameter sensing is often unavoidable in a
process of acquiring desired information on a system state
and/or performance. For example, refractive index (RI) of a
liquid is usually measured with the aim of determining the
liquid’s composition. Most liquids are, however, highly tem-
perature sensitive, and determination of RI by itself might not
provide sufficient information on the characterized liquid
composition, especially in environments with broad opera-
tional temperature ranges. Thus temperature must also be
known to extract liquid composition from an RI measurement.
This problem becomes more pronounced when higher meas-
urement resolutions and accuracies are required, which
demands very precise knowledge of the actual measured sam-
ple’s RI and temperature. In a case like this, the quality of the
temperature compensated measurement result (which is corre-
lated to the liquid composition) depends not only on both RI
and temperature sensing performances, but also on the spatial
proximity of both sensors/sensing segments, as temperature
gradients with the measured sample can quickly lead to sig-
nificant measurement errors. To obtain meaningful RI data
with resolution in the range of 10−6 refractive index unit
(RIU), the temperature of the measured sample must be
known with an accuracy of about 10 mK or better in the case
of a typical liquid. In instances like this, a compact design of
multiparameter sensor is unavoidable, especially when the
sensor is used in less controlled temperature environments,
which are often encountered in out of the laboratory
applications.

In the first part of this review, we classify multiparameter
sensors according to their principles of operation. This part
also discusses associate signal and interrogation and process-
ing techniques, which usually differ from those encountered
in conventional single-parameter sensors. In the second part
of the review, we classify multiparameter sensors according
to sets/combinations of different parameters that can be
measured simultaneously with respect to the principles of
operation.*Address all correspondence to Denis Donlagić, E-mail: denis.donlagic@um.si
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2 Basic Designs and Principles of Operation of
Multiparameter Fiber-optic Sensors

2.1 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Stacking of
Fabry–Perot Interferometers

Fabry–Perot interferometers (FPIs) are especially suitable for
a design of multiparameter fiber-optic sensors. There are
several reasons for this: first, unlike fiber Bragg gratings
(FBGs), FPIs can be used to sense directly a very broad
span of different parameters, ranging from mechanical
quantities, such as strain and pressure to different chemical
sensing applications. Second, FPIs are mostly compact in
dimensions and can be stacked one on the top of another
to form a multiinterferometer system, shown in Fig. 1. Third,
stacked FPIs can be interrogated very efficiently with low
crosstalk by application of conventional optical spectrum
interrogation methods. In the latter case, individual measure-
ment FPIs must possess different optical path lengths.

Once the optical spectrum of the stacked FPI or any other
multiple-interferometric sensor is acquired, there are several
approaches that can be applied to extract individual interfer-
ometers’ path length variations from the acquired spectrum.
Among these, the matrix method is one of the most com-
monly encountered. In the matrix method,1–7 an assumption
is made that selected spectral features (usually preselected
peaks or dips) positions within the spectrum are all linearly
dependent on measured parameters, however, each selected
feature with a different sensitivity to a particular parameter.
Thus a set of linear equations (matrix) can be formed
and solved for individual FPIs or other interferometers’
length changes, representing individual measured parameter
changes. For instance, when dealing with a two-parameter
sensor for simultaneous measurement of pressure and tem-
perature, as presented in Ref. 5, changes in selected and
observed peaks positions in a back-reflected sensor’s spec-
trum (Δλ1 and Δλ2) depend linearly and simultaneously
on both measured parameters (pressure and temperature).
Thus a set of two linear equations can be used to establish
relations between selected peaks’ position changes and
changes in measured parameters:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;180

Δλ1 ¼ KP1 · ΔPþ KT1 · ΔT
Δλ2 ¼ KP2 · ΔPþ KT2 · ΔT

or
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where KP1 represents a sensitivity coefficient that relates
the change of the first selected spectral peak position Δλ1 to
the pressure change. Similarly, KP2 represents a sensitivity

coefficient that relates the change of the second selected
spectral peak position Δλ2 to the pressure change, while
KT1 and KT2 relate the first- and the second-peak position
changes due to the temperature change. These coefficients
can be conveniently grouped further in a sensitivity matrix
K, which relates and describes in full the shift of spectral
peaks with measured parameters. Rearranging Eq. (1) by
calculating the inverse matrix of K provides the next final
matrix form, which enables individual calculation of temper-
ature and pressure changes when the changes in peak posi-
tions Δλ1 and Δλ2 are known:
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Thus an arbitrary two-, or more than two, parameter
system can be described by the matrix approach described
above, as long as the determinant of matrix K is nonzero
(i.e., individual observed features must possess different sen-
sitivities to individual parameters).

The matrix method is applicable not only to FPIs, but in
general, to any sensor configuration which involves multiple
measurable optical parameters/features (e.g., interference or
grating spectral peaks or valley, phases, and intensities) that
depend on multiple measured physical or other parameters
(temperature, strain, pressures, RI, etc.). Thus we will refer
frequently to the matrix method throughout this review.

Another highly efficient method that can yield very
low crosstalk among measured parameters and high-meas-
urement resolution is based on inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT).8 This method is applicable to low-finesse
FPI (which are usually encountered in fiber sensors) that pos-
sess cosines back-reflected spectral characteristics. The prin-
ciple is certainly also applicable to the other two-beam
multiple/stacked interferometers. A period of an interference
cosine spectral fringe in a spectral characteristic corresponds
to the FPI’s free spectral range (FSR), i.e., FSR ¼ c∕2nd,
where c presents speed of light in vacuum, n is the RI,
and d is the distance between two reflective surfaces of
FPI resonator. Thus stacking of multiple low-finesse interfer-
ometers (like low-finesse FPIs) with different lengths yields
a back-reflected spectrum containing multiple harmonic
components, which can be separated straightforwardly by
the application of discrete Fourier transformation (strictly
speaking, IDFT, as we perform transformation on the optical
spectrum, which yields values that belong to a time domain).
IDFT performed on a multiple interferometer/cavity system
spectrum yields an amplitude IDFT, which has multiple local
peaks. Each local peak in IDFT represents a round trip time
of flight between a pair of semireflective mirrors present in
the stacked FPI system. While observation of individual
peaks in amplitude IDFT can provide means for direct and
absolute interferometer length measurements, this approach
is limited, due to the limited resolution of IDFT, which is
determined by the spectral bandwidth of the interrogation
system (to get a high resolution, a spectrum over a very
broad wavelength range shall be acquired). However,
tracking of the phase(s) of the IDFT components that corre-
spond to the peak values in the absolute IDFTallows for very
efficient and high-resolution tracking of the interferometer’s
length changes (resonators’ length changes in miniature FPIs
are usually small, and phase tracking proves to be an efficient

Fig. 1 Typical stacked multiparameter Fabry–Perot sensor.
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way for FPI multiparameter sensor interrogation). An exam-
ple of this approach is provided below. Figure 2 shows a
back-reflected optical spectrum of a sensor consisting of
two FPIs as shown in Fig. 2(a) insert.

The spectrum is expressed in a way that the x axis rep-
resents optical frequency (this is necessary to perform IDFT
properly). The first and the second FPIs are 145- and 230-μm
long. The absolute value of IDFT of the acquired optical
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that the x axis is
now in time units. Each peak in the absolute IDFT is gen-
erated by a pair of semireflective mirrors, and the position of
each peak in the absolute IDFT represents a round-trip time
of flight among a mirror pair. Thus by multiplying the x axis
by c∕2 yields the system’s resonator lengths. Note that two
stacked FPIs, which are defined by three semireflective mir-
rors, yields an absolute IDFTwith three local peaks, as three
possible interference paths are formed: mirror 1 and mirror 2
define the first FPI, mirror 2 and mirror 3 define the second
FPI, and mirror 1 and mirror 3 define the third interference
path. To observe small variations of any of these paths, one
needs to calculate and track the phases [ϕ ¼ arctanðIm∕ReÞ]
of complex IDFT components, in which peaks occur in the
absolute IDFT. This IDFT-based technique allows for a very
efficient and crosstalk-free separation of individual spectral
components within an acquired optical spectrum generated

by more than one FPI. Another important property of this
method is that the method utilizes the entire set of acquired
spectral data points to calculate the interference fringe posi-
tion in the optical frequency domain. Unlike the commonly
used methods for spectral shift tracking of sensors’ charac-
teristics, which rely on a single-local peak (or dip) tracking,
and which take advantage of only a limited set of local spec-
tral data points around the tracked peak, IDFT utilizes in
full the entire available spectral data acquired by the signal
interrogator. This is reflected in a low-output measurement
noise, which is especially beneficial in high-resolution
measurement systems.9

Multiparameter Fabry–Perot sensors are frequently found
as sensors for simultaneous pressure and temperature mea-
surements. Pressure and temperature are also two parameters
that need to be measured simultaneously in a wide spectrum
of very different applications, ranging from process industry
to medical uses. Unlike most other common fiber sensing
technologies [FBGs and Mach–Zehnder interferometers
(MZIs)], Fabry–Perot sensors are well-suited for pressure
measurements, due to their ability to directly measure a
deflection of a pressure-sensitive diaphragm positioned in
front of an optical fiber. Stacking of two FPIs that are selec-
tively sensitive to either pressure or temperature is often used
to design sensors for simultaneous measuring of temperature
and pressure.3–7,10–12 Most frequent designs utilize a stack of
two FPIs at the tip of a fiber, where the first FPI is made from
a temperature-dependent waveguide [e.g., single mode fiber
(SMF), other waveguide, or temperature-sensitive layer],
while the second FPI is usually realized as a cavity, which
is defined by a reference surface and a flexible diaphragm.
The latter can be made out of different materials and using
different manufacturing techniques.3,4,7,10–12 Very compact
and robust sensors made entirely from silica glass based
on this approach are described.4,11 In both cases, a section
of SMF placed in-between two semireflective in-fiber mir-
rors, is used to make the temperature-sensitive FPI. The
pressure-sensitive FPI is made by fusion-splicing a short
section of fiber to a lead-in fiber that contains a microma-
chined cavity on its tip. The short-spliced fiber segment
is thinned further to form a flexible pressure-sensitive dia-
phragm [Fig. 3(a)]. The selective etching process is used
to form the cavity,11 while in Ref. 4, the cavity is made
by femtosecond micromachining. A similar structure is
also reported,12 however, using different materials and
process to create a pressure–temperature sensing FPI pair.
In Ref. 12, the pressure sensing structure employs a

Fig. 2 (a) Experimental measured optical back reflected spectrum
and (b) its IDFT for a dual (145- and 230-μm long) FPI system.

Fig. 3 Different pressure–temperature sensor designs: (a) All-fiber, all-silica design, (b) large silicon
diaphragm attached to the fiber tip using MEMS technology, and (c) MEMS design includes polished
fiber with 45-deg angled end-face and silicon diaphragm.
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polymer/metal composite diaphragm with high-pressure sen-
sitivity. The temperature sensing is achieved using an intrin-
sic silica/polymer FP cavity that is adjacent to the pressure-
sensing cavity. Another approach to the design of combined
pressure–temperature sensors is to use a miniature MEMS
chip that is attached to the fiber tip. Examples of these
approaches can be found in Refs. 3 and 10. In these
approaches, a suitable silicon MEMS chip is created and
glued onto the tip of a fiber [Fig. 1(b)] or onto a ferula con-
taining optical fiber. The MEMS chip as described in Ref. 7
is a three-layer structure made from a silicon substrate, Pyrex
glass (with etched cavity), and a silicon diaphragm, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1(c). The silicon substrate acts in this case as a
temperature sensing FPI, while the cavity created between
the substrate and diaphragm as a pressure-sensitive part.
In a design presented in Ref. 7, Pang et al. proposed a
dual-cavity configuration consisting of a polished fiber
with 45-deg angled end face, silicon diaphragm, and a silicon
housing. In this case, the sensing cavity axis is perpendicular
to the fiber axis, which allows for design of a larger and
thicker silicon diaphragm. In this case, a sufficiently thick
diaphragm also acts as a temperature sensing FPI.

All the aforementioned sensors use FPI pairs with distinc-
tive lengths that generate distinctive interference fringe
frequencies in the back-reflected spectrum. Individual peaks
in the spectrum, or better phases of characteristics’ spectral
components, can then be tracked to resolve pressure and tem-
perature unambiguously, as already described in the signal
interrogation section aforementioned. In some instances,10

different wavelengths are used to obtain responses from
different FPI surfaces (silicon absorbs wavelengths below
1000 nm strongly, but is quite transparent at 1550 nm,
which allows for selective readout of individual cavities).
Furthermore, sometimes a total back-reflected light10 rather
spectral signature is observed to determine at least one of the
measured parameters. Another approach to combined tem-
perature–pressure sensing is based on an indirect pressure
sensing method, where the RI of the gas is measured and
correlated to the pressure. This eliminates limitations asso-
ciated with diaphragm nonlinearity and drifts, but limits
use of sensors like this to gas pressure sensing, complicates
temperature compensation, requires calibration to a specific
gas, and makes the sensor prone to contamination. Sensors
like this include a temperature-sensing segment combined
by an open path FP cavity.5,6 In Ref. 5, a short segment of
capillary is fusion-spliced to the fiber tip. Then a glass micro-
sphere is inserted into the capillary to define two FPIs, one
sensitive to temperature (defined by the diameter of the glass
microsphere), and the other predominantly to RI/pressure
(FPI defined by fiber end and microsphere). Another exam-
ple of this indirect method, pressure–temperature sensor is
described in Ref. 6. It consists of two, stacked open path
FPIs/cavities; one cavity is made from a capillary, and the
second FPI from a phonics crystal fiber (PCF). Air holes
in the PCF cladding area are used as gas “tunnels” to the
capillary-based cavity. Consequently, both FPIs are sensitive
to temperature and pressure, while these sensitivities differ
and allow for pressure and temperature separation using
the matrix method approach.

Sensors combining parameters other than pressure and
temperature are also feasible by FPI stacking. A sensor
for simultaneous sensing of pressure and RI is reported in

Ref. 2. This design also utilizes two stacked FPIs; the first
FPI is an open path microcell for RI sensing, whereas the
second FPI is an air cavity with all-silica diaphragm for
pressure sensing, as shown in Fig. 4.

FPIs can also be found in applications for sensing of
various other multiple parameters. Simultaneous strain and
temperature sensing by stacking two FPIs was reported
in Refs. 1 and 13. These two sensor examples are both
composed of two FPI segments that possess different temper-
atures and strain sensitivities, allowing for strain and temper-
ature determination using the matrix method. In Ref. 1, a
short-glass capillary is fusion spliced in-between two SMFs
to form the first FPI segment, whereas the second sensing
FPI segment is composed of a short section of SMF with
semireflective surfaces on both sides of this segment as
shown in Fig. 5.

In Ref. 13, the first FPI sensing segment is composed of a
short-air-cavity, created by laser machining, whereas the sec-
ond FPI segment is the same as in Ref. 1. Another FPI-based
multiparameter sensor for measurement of mechanical
parameters is reported in Ref. 14 and allows for simultaneous
measurement of strain and directional bending. The design
utilizes a dual-side-hole fiber, spliced in-between a 7-core
fiber and multimode fiber to form an FPI sensing pair.
Because of the different directional bending sensitivities
and almost identical strain sensitivities of both FPIs, the dis-
crimination of both parameters (using the matrix method) is
feasible.

FPIs also provide opportunities to design very high-res-
olution sensors for simultaneous measurements of RI and
temperature. Examples of sensors like this are described
in Refs. 15 and 16. Both sensors’ designs are based on a
combination of an in-fiber, all-SiO2 FPI, which is sensitive
only to temperature and an open path micromachined
microcell (Fig. 6). The microcell has low-intrinsic sensitivity
to temperature, however, responds strongly to RI change.
Proper temperature compensation methods are presented
in both references (using an integrated temperature sensor),
which allowed for determination of RI change corresponding

Fig. 4 Pressure and RI sensor.

Fig. 5 Strain and temperature sensor.
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purely to the fluid’s/gas’s composition change with resolu-
tion as high as 2 × 10−7 and 5 × 10−9 of RIU.

Cascaded FPIs also provide opportunities for design of
relative humidity and temperature sensors. In Ref. 17, a
humid-sensitive FPI is formed by a thin micromachined
microwire covered by a porous layer of SiO2, whereas the
temperature sensing FPI is made from a segment of a stan-
dard single-mode fiber, as already described in the sensor
cases aforementioned, such as shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, stacking of multiple FPIs was also demonstrated
to measure up to four different parameters simultaneously:
thermal conductivity, pressure, RI, and temperature.18 The
sensor utilizes three different FPIs stacked on the tip of
a lead optical fiber as shown in Fig. 8. The first FPI is
made of a glass capillary and a flexible silica diaphragm
for pressure sensing. The second FPI is a long open path
all-silica microcell, which allows for free access of the
surrounding gas into the cavity and provides RI sensing
capability. A short section of vanadium-doped fiber defines
the third FPI, which performs two functions: temperature
sensing and thermal conductivity measurement. Thermal
conductivity measurement is achieved by active laser heating

of the vanadium fiber, which absorbs short wavelengths
selectively (e.g., 980 nm), but is relatively transparent at
longer wavelength range (e.g., 1550 nm). The change in tem-
perature of this segment during application of heating power
allows for determination of the surrounding fluid’s thermal
conductivity.

2.2 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Mach–
Zehnder and Michelson in-Fiber Interferometers

In-fiber MZIs and, less frequently, Michelson interferome-
ters (MI) are of particular interest for building multipara-
meter sensors, as they provide relatively straightforward
and versatile ways to implement different cascaded interfero-
metric configurations. Individual MZIs and/or MIs are usu-
ally formed by local coupling of two (sometimes more than
two) modes within the fiber. Depending on the sensed-
parameter, interference of fundamental and higher order
mode(s) or interference of fundamental and fibers’ cladding
mode(s) are employed most frequently. There are different
ways in which controlled modal coupling can be obtained,
but in general, it can be classed into the following groups:

a. Splicing of fibers with dissimilar modal fields.19–25

Fibers with dissimilar modal fields are spliced
together to facilitate the transfer of optical power
from one mode of the lead fiber to two or more
modes of the sensing fiber. Typical examples repre-
senting this group include sensor structures that
utilize splices between single-mode and step-index
few-mode or multimode fibers or core-less fibers,
as shown in Fig. 9.

b. Offsetting fibers.26,27 In this case, fibers are offset
from the longitudinal axis and usually spliced to
form a solid structure. For example, by offset-splicing

Fig. 6 RI and temperature sensors: (a) for liquid sensing applications and (b) for gas sensing
applications.

Fig. 7 Relative humidity and temperature sensor.

Fig. 8 Four-parameter sensor for simultaneous measurements of thermal conductivity, pressure, RI, and
temperature.
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of two single-mode fibers, both fundamental and
cladding modes are excited in a sensing fiber. This
approach is used frequently to design sensors for
measurements of RI (Fig. 10).26,27

c. Abrupt (nonadiabatic) tapers.28–32 Short-high-pitch
(nonadiabatic) tapers can act as effective mode
coupling events that can couple guided and cladding
modes or different guided modes within few or multi-
mode waveguides (Fig. 11).

d. Other local perturbations.33–37 Microbends or similar
local perturbations in fiber geometry can also act as
mode coupling events and can be used efficiently to
build MZI or MI (Fig. 12).

e. Utilization of long-period38 or tilted long-period
Bragg gratings, which act directly as localized cou-
pling events among target modes or modal groups.
Generalized examples of these approaches are shown
in Fig. 13.

Combinations of the different coupling principles
described above are also possible and actually encountered
frequently within the same multiparameter fiber sensors.

Signal interrogation in these types of sensor usually
utilizes spectral interrogation in conjunction with already
described matrix method, where characteristics’ peaks/dips
with different sensitivities to individual measured parameters
are tracked in a back-reflected optical spectrum.

MZIs are encountered most frequently in sensors for
simultaneous measurement of RI and temperature. The
two most often reported approaches utilize either a single
MZI23,24,27,29,30,33–37 or a cascading of two MZIs.19–21,26,31,38

a. Using a single MZI for temperature and RI sensing.
The single MZI can be used to measure RI and tem-
perature simultaneously by creating an MZI that uti-
lizes interference of multiple (three or more) modes in
a waveguide section that provide evanescent interac-
tion with the surrounding medium for one or more
of the involved modes. Since the phase constants
of those modes that reach out into the surrounding
medium, depend on the medium’s RI, any change
in RI modulates spectral response of the sensor in
a distinctive way. For example, in a transmission
spectrum, characteristic features (e.g., peaks/dips)
appear that belong predominantly to the interference
of particular modal pairs. Since the phase constants of
individual modes exhibit different dependences on

Fig. 9 Typical examples for splicing fibers with dissimilar modal fields: (a) SMF-CLF (coreless fiber) and
(b) SMF-MMF.

Fig. 10 Offset splicing of SMF: core and cladding modes are excited.

Fig. 11 Abrupt taper.

Fig. 12 Typical examples of local perturbations: (a) with microsphere and (b) coupling with air-bubble.

Fig. 13 Utilization of: (a) LPFBG and (b) tilted FBG.
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the surrounding RI and temperature, sensitivities of
these distinctive spectral features (peaks/dips), pos-
sess different sensitivities to RI and temperature.
For small changes in temperature and RI, the matrix
method can be used to resolve temperature and RI
independently from each other. Even more efficient
separation among individual interference paths in
such multimode MZI (or MIs) can be obtained if
the IDFT processing method is applied (described
in Sec. 2.1).

Examples of the approach described already are used in
Refs. 23, 29, 30, 33–36, and 39. These designs all use inter-
ference among a path/mode that is protected from the
surrounding RI influence (core mode or intracavity mode),
and different cladding modes that are RI dependent (but to a
different extent) as shown in Fig. 14. The main differences
among the described principles are in designs that lead to
proper mode coupling in fibers that are used to create multi-
mode MZI.

References 27 and 37 represent somehow a special exam-
ple of multimode MZI, where the interference among
cladding modes and LP modes of the highly birefringent
(HB) fiber is used to obtain different RI and temperature
responses. Another example of a single MZI configuration
for simultaneous RI and temperature measurement is pre-
sented in Ref. 24, where spectral shift and amplitude of a
selected peak/dip are correlated to the RI and temperature
(here, a peak/dip amplitude modulation is used in addition
to spectral peak position to determine RI and temperature).

b. Cascading of MZIs for temperature and RI sensing.
When two MZIs are cascaded, one is usually made
sensitive to temperature, and the other to RI and tem-
perature (while not desired, temperature sensitivity of

RI sensing MZI is usually unavoidable due do the
fiber’s and fluid’s intrinsic temperature sensitivity).

In Ref. 20, a single-mode fiber is used to excite modes in a
short section of multimode fiber, which acts as a temperature
sensing MZI, while the RI-sensitive section is made by an
abrupt short taper (Fig. 15), made of single-mode fiber pre-
ceding the multimode fiber section. (Thus multiple modes
are excited in the tapered section.)

An elongated in-fiber bubble is formed in Ref. 31 to redi-
rect part of the light propagating within the core of a single-
mode fiber into the cladding and provide an RI-sensitive
MZI. This structure is followed by a short piece of micro-
structured fiber that supports several modes, and interference
among those modes provides the desired temperature sensing
function. In Ref. 21, a temperature insensitive Interferometer
is created by exciting higher-order modes in a short section
of multimode fiber, while the RI sensing interferometer is
formed by excitation of cladding modes in a short section of
a single-mode fiber [Fig. 16(b)]. Similarly, the combination
of a short core-less fiber section and a section of multimode
fiber19 can be used to create an RI-temperature-sensitive
interferometer pair [Fig. 16(a)]. A short-multicore fiber sec-
tion combined with a multimode fiber was used [Fig. 16(c)]
to create an RI-temperature sensing MZI pair.26

The previously described principles include quite differ-
ent designs of both cascaded MZIs, which often leads
to relatively complex assembly procedures. However, nearly
identical MZI pairs can also be designed in a way to provide
an RI-temperature sensing capability. An example of a
configuration like this is presented in Ref. 38, where three
long-period fiber Bragg gratings (LPFBGs) are used to create
two MZIs, however, LPFBG periods are selected in a way to
excite cladding modes with different modal orders, which

Fig. 14 Temperature and RI sensors based on MZI: (a) with air-bubble perturbation and (b) with spheri-
cal structure perturbation.

Fig. 15 Temperature and RI sensors based on SMF-MMF-SMF elongated with a taper region.
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leads to different sensitivities of both MZIs to temperature
and RI. The matrix method is used to resolve both parame-
ters independently from one another.

MZIs can also be configured to measure simultaneously
parameters other than RI and temperature. For example,
MZIs were reported in dual-parameter sensors for strain and
temperature measurements.22,40 In Ref. 40, a single MZI is
created by “sandwiching” a straight section of a polarization
maintaining fiber between two peanut mode coupling
structures and standard SMFs, as illustrated in Fig. 17(a).
This creates two distinctive modal interference patterns and
similarly as in the case of single MZIs for RI-temperature
sensing, two peaks/dips in the spectrum are selected and
their shifts correlated to strain and temperature using the
matrix method. Cascading of two MZIs can also be used
to yield in combined strain–temperature sensors. In this

case, MZIs exhibit different sensitivities to temperature
and strain, and their responses can be correlated to strain
and temperature by employing the matrix method. An
example of this approach is demonstrated in Ref. 22,
where sections of two short, but different, multimode fibers
are “sandwiched” in-between two lead single-mode fibers
[Fig. 17(b)].

MZIs were also reported as dual-parameter sensors for
curvature and temperature measurements. A single MZI
configuration with lead SMF, a short hollow core (capillary)
section, and two mode coupling sections on each side of
the hollow core section were reported in Refs. 25 and 28.
Simultaneous pressure and temperature sensing was also
demonstrated successfully by an MZI that utilizes a single,
short section of two-mode HB fiber.41 Here, external pressure
and temperature modulate the spectral responses of the MZI

Fig. 16 Temperature and RI sensors based on different MZI configurations: all based on splicing fibers
with dissimilar modal fields: (a) between SMF-CLF and MMF-SMF, (b) between SMF-MMF, and
(c) between SMF-7 core fiber and MMF-SMF.

Fig. 17 Strain and temperature sensors based on different MZI configurations: (a) based on peanut
structure and (b) based on splicing fibers with dissimilar modal fields.
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in distinctive ways, which allows for reconstruction of tem-
perature and strain.

MZIs were also demonstrated to measure three parame-
ters simultaneously: RI, strain and temperature.32,42 Tapered
bend-insensitive fiber-based MZI configuration is presented
in Ref. 32. RI, temperature and axial strain parameters are
measured for each outer-cladding mode. The authors use
a peak wavelength shift and phase shift monitoring to fulfill
matrices of the MZI to demonstrate simultaneous measur-
ment of multiple environmental parameters. In Ref. 42,
a single MZI was created out of a standard SMF using two
symmetrical mode coupling events and an additional taper
between both coupling events. Three distinctive spectral
features (dips) were chosen in the transmitted spectrum and
were correlated to strain, RI, and temperature using the
matrix method.

2.3 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Combinations
of MZI/Michelson Interferometers and FPIs

Combinations of Fabry–Perot and MZI/MI can also yield
a variety of dual-parameter sensors. The potential benefit
of such interferometer combination lay in the fact that the
spectral responses of both interferometers can be made
quite distinctive, which might yield easier and low-crosstalk
separation of the measured parameters.

Combinations of FPI and MZI/MIs are reported for simul-
taneous RI and temperature measurements.43,44 In Ref. 43,
two cascaded interferometers are presented: a 700-μm long
in-fiber FPI for temperature measurements (formed by two
in-fiber air gap mirrors), and an MI formed by inscribing
an LPFBG at a distance of about 1.3 cm away from the
fiber end, as shown in Fig. 18. The spectral response of
the FPI is only temperature-dependent, whereas the spectral
response of the MI shows both temperature and RI
dependence.

An RI-temperature sensor was also created in a similar
way in Ref. 44. Here the temperature-sensitive segment was
created by a temperature-sensitive FPI cavity filled by alco-
hol, whereas RI sensing was achieved by forming an MZI
using a hybrid hollow-core-PCF fiber section, in which both
core and cladding modes are excited (Fig. 19).

Another example of an RI-temperature sensor was
reported in Ref. 45, where the fibers at the output of an
2 × 2 coupler were shortened and trimmed to a short-length
difference (of about 2 mm) to form a temperature-sensitive
MI. Then one of the fibers at the coupler’s output port was
further offset-spliced to a PCF, which forms an additional
MI that is sensitive to the surrounding RI.

Simultaneous magnetic field and temperature sensing
were also reported by combining an FPI with MZI.46

The proposed approach is identical to the one reported in
Ref. 44 except that the alcohol was replaced by magneto-
optic fluid.46

2.4 Multiparameter Sensors Based on FBGs and
LPFBGs

FBGs provide many different ways to design multiparameter
sensors. Bragg gratings are used essentially to induce cou-
pling between two modes. The coupling occurs when the
phase-matching condition is satisfied. This condition is
given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;461β1 − β2 ¼ Δβ ¼ 2π

Λ
; (3)

where Λ is the periodicity of the grating, β1 and β2 are the
propagation constants of coupled modes, and Δβ is the dif-
ference in the propagation constants of the coupled modes.

When the period of the grating is chosen in a way to facili-
tate coupling between forward propagating mode (β1 ¼ β)
and its reverse direction propagation counterpart (β2 ¼ −β),
the condition (1) can be described as β ¼ π∕Λ, which can
also be rewritten as λ ¼ 2neffΛ, where neff represents the
effective index of the mode, and λ is the wavelength, in
which coupling occurs. This approach is usually referred
to as “conventional” FBG. Wavelength λ in which coupling
occurs depends on the period Λ and neff . Conventional FBGs
are, therefore, sensitive to mechanical strain (length changes
cause period Λ to change) and temperature (neff depends
directly on the core RI change), but not to other (external)
parameters.Fig. 18 Temperature and RI sensor.

Fig. 19 All-silica RI-temperature sensor.
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To satisfy coupling conditions in “standard” FBGs, the
period Λ of conventional FBGs needs to be short, compa-
rable to operating wavelength, i.e., Λ ¼ λ∕2neff . On the
other hand, the period of the grating can be made much
longer (e.g., in the mm range). This will facilitate coupling
among the modes that have very similar phase constant β.
These LPFBGs can be used to couple modes efficiently
within a few mode or multimode fibers, or to couple guided
modes with the cladding modes of the fiber that all propagate
in the same direction. For sensing applications, it is of
particular interest to facilitate coupling among fundamental
modes of the single-mode fiber and cladding mode(s) of the
same fiber. Cladding modes extend their (evanescent) fields
beyond the fiber’s outer edge and are sensitive to variation of
the RI in the fiber’s surroundings. In the latter case, the
fiber’s surrounding RI variation modulates phase constants
of the cladding modes, which leads to shifts in the wave-
length characteristics of the LFGB. The coupling condition
for an LPFBG can also be described as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;543

2π

Λ
¼ 2π

λ
ðneco − nieclaÞ; (4)

where neco is the effective index of the fundamental core
mode (or any other mode that guides light into the sensor
structure), niecla is the effective index of the i’th cladding
(or higher-order guided) mode, λ is the resonance wave-
length, and Λ is the period of the grating.

The third type of FBGs encountered in multiparameter
sensors is tilted FBGs. Here an FBG with a short period
is inscribed into fiber’s core at a slanted angle. Tilted
FBGs are usually employed to couple a forward propagating
mode efficiently with one or multiple back-propagating
cladding modes; however, if the tilt angle exceeds 45 deg,
coupling is also possible with the forward cladding modes.

It is straightforward to use FBGs, LPFBG, tilted FBGs,
and their combinations47–51 to sense different sets of param-
eters. Furthermore, all types of FBG/LPFBG and tilted FBG
sensors can be interrogated very straightforwardly by spec-
trally resolved interrogators. In these cases, individual FBGs,
which constitute multiparameter sensors, possess different
characteristics’ wavelengths and are usually made preferen-
tially sensitive to individual sensed parameters. Preferential
sensitivity, however, usually implies that different sensors’
gratings possess different sensitivities to parameters being
sensed simultaneously, rather than exhibiting highly selective
sensitivity to each of the sensed parameters. This is because
the influence of certain parameters, for instance temperature,
cannot be eliminated from grating sensitivity. For example,
a grating-based sensor for simultaneous RI and temperature
measurements usually employ one grating that is sensitive to
temperature and one grating that is sensitive to both RI and
temperature (it is exceptionally difficult to design a compact
and temperature-independent grating, especially if it needs to
be sensitive to RI). Thus the matrix method or similar post-
processing of spectral data is needed in most cases to resolve
sensed parameters independently of each other.

2.4.1 Types and designs of grating-based
multiparameter sensors

Common FBG multiparameter sensors are designed to
measure temperature and strain simultaneously.52–60 One of

the earliest dual-parameter FBG sensors was based on a
single FBG. Part of the FBG was preloaded and glued to
the surface (strain measuring part), while part of the FBG
was unattached/free and provided a temperature measuring
section,56,57 as shown in Fig. 20.

In many cases, the strain is related to other parameters,
like force, bending radius, torsion, and similar mechanical
quantities. In these cases, strain is usually measured at
multiple points/locations on the measurement object or body,
while the changes in strain at these points are different, or
even have the opposite in sign. In these cases, the temper-
ature and strain-related parameter can be obtained by adding
and/or subtracting shifts in the characteristic wavelengths of
individual FBGs, similarly as is done with conventional
resistive strain gauges. An example of bending/load meas-
urement using this approach is shown in Ref. 58, where
gratings experience compressive and tensile strains under
load/bending, resulting in equal but oppositely signed wave-
length shifts, which are used for temperature (by adding both
wavelength shifts) and strain/bending (by subtracting both
wavelength shifts) determination, as illustrated in Fig. 21.

Strain and temperature can also be measured simultane-
ously using two uniform FBGs with different cladding diam-
eters,55,60 as shown in Fig. 22. In this case, the FBGs exhibit
the same temperature sensitivities, but different responses
to strains. Use of this approach requires fixation of sensors
in two localized regions, i.e., on each side of the sensors
(i.e., “spots welding”). The difference in fiber diameters
causes different strain build up along both fibers/gratings,
which makes a difference in FBG characteristics wavelength
responses.

An alternative similar and interesting approach is to splice
together two fibers with dissimilar temperature sensitivities
(i.e., fibers with different thermo-optic coefficients), and then
inscribe an FBG over the splice region.53,54 This leads to the
formation of two FBG sections having different temperature
sensitivities, while the strain responses for both fibers/gra-
tings sections remains unaltered, which provides possibilities
for unambiguous strain and temperature resolution. Different
temperature sensitivities of individual fibers were achieved
in reported works, either using two fibers with different ger-
manium doping levels,54 or by combining standard germane-
silicate fiber with boron-co-doped fibers (boron doping
increases the coefficient of thermal expansion of silica
glass, which results in string temperature-dependent stress
build up in the core, which leads to high-temperature
sensitivity).53

Fig. 20 Strain and temperature sensor with single FBG.

Fig. 21 Bending and temperature sensor using two FBGs.
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Another possible use of FBGs includes chirped FBGs.
Liu et al.61 described a system where a chirped FBG is
inscribed in a section of HB fiber. When both polarization
modes are excited in such chirped FBG inscribed HB
fiber section, they interfere along the fiber/grating, which
causes sinusoidal modulation of the back-reflected optical
spectrum. When this fiber section is exposed to a strain,
the sinusoidal modulation will maintain the period, but
will shift in a spectral domain as the phases among both
polarization modes and the period of the grating are changed.
On the other hand, chirped FBG also responds to both strain
and temperature (i.e., an envelope of spectrum in the back-
reflected signal, which defined by the FBG characteristics
period, is shifting with temperature). Proper signal process-
ing of a back-reflected optical spectrum allows for determi-
nation of strain and temperature.

Another approach is to use two superimposed FBGs hav-
ing two substantially different characteristics’wavelengths.59
Each of the two superimposed gratings are subject to the
same temperature and strain variations, but due to the wave-
length dependency of the photoelastic and thermo-optic
coefficients, wavelength changes of the two gratings were
different. Different strain sensitivities of two FBGs were
also achieved by prestressing the photosensitive fiber, in
which the FBG is inscribed.52

A further larger group of multiparameter sensors based
on FBGs are sensors for simultaneous measurements of
pressure and temperature.62–67 The approach described in
Ref. 62 utilizes a design with partially polymer-coated FBG,
which increases the pressure and temperature sensitivities
significantly. Another similar example, depicted in Ref. 63,
presents a pair of gratings coated with different polymers
(Fig. 23), one polymer to enhance pressure, and the other to
enhance temperature sensitivity.

In Ref. 65, a combined FBG and LPFBG are embedded
into an elastic polymer material, which is deformed under
pressure and, consequently, strains both gratings. The differ-
ence in sensitivities of both gratings is used to resolve pres-
sure and temperature. The approach described in Ref. 64
contains a glass cantilever structure that further contains two
FBGs that can be used for bending and temperature determi-
nation, as described in Ref. 58. An additional approach to
increase pressure–sensitivity of fiber FBGs is to inscribe
them in proper microstructure fibers, which exhibit higher
pressure sensitivities. Stacking of a microstructure fiber
with SMF while inscribing FBGs in both fibers leads to
dual-parameter sensors. An example of this approach is
described in Ref. 66, where one grating is written in a standard
SMF, and the other into a pressure-sensitive microstructured
“grapefruit” fiber. A similar approach, based on specialty pres-
sure sensitized fibers, is presented in Ref. 67. In this case, two
FBGs are inscribed in a specialty hollow fiber that contains
two different cladded cores with different sizes; thus the pres-
sure and temperature coefficients of both FBGs are different.

A few multiparameter sensors based on FBGs capable of
measuring displacement and temperature were presented.68–70

A simple example employs an FBG mounted on a specially
designed cantilever beam (Fig. 24), which consists of two
sections having different, but uniform, thicknesses.68 An
FBG is mounted onto the beam along its axis in a way to
cover both beam sections, which results in two FBG sections
with different strains, but equal temperature sensitivities
and enables measurement of displacement and temperature
simultaneously.

A further similar example, based on an FBG sensor
mounted on a bilateral cantilever beam, is described in
Ref. 69, where the two parts of the beam are influenced
by opposite strains (displacement) leading to a red shift for
the part of the FBG subjected to compression, and to a blue
shift for the part leading to elongation. A similar approach is
described in Ref. 70, where an FBG is glued onto the inner
surface of a thin-walled ring. When the ring is deformed (part
of the ring is compressed and part elongated), it splits the
FBG into two segments with two identical, but opposite,
directed chirp gradients, which induces distinctive spectral
modulation within the broadened spectral peak. Proper
processing of the spectrum can be then used to resolve
temperature and displacement independently.

Fig. 22 Strain and temperature sensor based on two FBGs with different outer diameters.

Fig. 23 Pressure and temperature sensor based on two FBGs-coated
with different polymers.

Fig. 24 Displacement and temperature sensor based on an FBG mounted on a cantilever beam.
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FBGs are also used to build multiparameter sensors for
simultaneous measuring of RI and temperature.71–74 FBGs
are usually made sensitive to RI by exposing the fiber core
with an inscribed FBG to a measured medium. Thus these
sensors differ mainly in the method that is used to provide
the core-exposed FBG region. A straightforward approach,
utilizing a side polished fiber section, is described in Ref. 71.
Here two FBGs are utilized; one FBG is written into the
side-polished SMF to allow sensing of the surrounding RI;
another FBG is written in the nonpolished SMF section to
serve as a temperature sensor. Another similar approach is
reported in Ref. 72, where a fiber section containing FBG
was wet-etched in order to expose the core. Wet etching is
also used in Ref. 74, where a short section of fiber/FBG
(shorter than the initial FBG length) is etched down to the
core size. This creates two peaks in the reflection spectrum
of the FBG. Since both peaks exhibit different temperatures
and RI sensitivities, temperature and RI can be measured
simultaneously. A further similar approach73 includes side
polishing, but in this configuration, the entire grating section
is polished, and then only half of its length is overlaid by
the measured liquid material (Fig. 25), which results in
dual peaks in the Bragg spectrum, which allow for RI and
temperature measurements.

Measurement of force and temperature is another area
where FBGs offer straightforward solutions. In Ref. 75,
an FBG is affixed on the nonuniform strain area of a
double-hole cantilever beam, which resulted in wavelength
and spectral peak width dependency on the applied force,
while temperature changes just led to a shift in the reflected
wavelength.

A method for simultaneous measurement of bending and
temperature is presented in Ref. 76, using a sampled chirped
FBG (LPFBG with multiple segments having different peri-
ods) with multiple resonant peaks. In this case, the FBG is
fixed onto a flexible cantilever beam. When the temperature
along the chirped FBG is increased, multiple resonant peaks
of the grating shift uniformly toward longer wavelengths,
since the chirp ratio along the sampled chirped FBG is
not changed by the temperature change. Exposure to bend-
ing, however, compresses or expands peaks’ positions in
the spectrum. This allows discrimination of both measured
parameters.

In addition to conventional FBGs, LPFBGs, and also
tilted FBGs, are also encountered frequently in multipara-
meter sensors. LPFBGs and tilted FBGs add versatility to
the grating approach, because they allow for local interaction
with cladding modes, which can provide a broader range of
possibilities for interaction with the sensor’s surrounding.
LPFBG and tilted FBG sensors are encountered for simulta-
neous measurements of temperature and RI,77–83 temperature
and strain,84 temperature and bending curvature,85 and

as sensors for rotation and displacement86 measurements.
LPFBGs also allow for design of sensors that combine mea-
surements of parameters that are otherwise difficult to mea-
sure by fiber-optic approaches, e.g., sensors for simultaneous
measurements of liquid level and temperature.87

The most frequently reported combination of parameters
sensed by multiparameter LPFBG sensors are RI and temper-
ature sensor. There are several approaches to distinguish
those two parameters. Perhaps the most straightforward
way is described in Ref. 80, where a pair of LPFBGs with
different periods is inscribed side-by-side in a single piece of
dual-cladding fiber. LPFBG periods were chosen in a way
that one of LPFBGs couples core mode with inner cladding
modes, while the other couples the core mode with the
modes of the outer cladding. This assures that one of the
LPFBGs is sensitive to temperature only, while the other
is sensitive to temperature and RI. A similar approach is
presented in Ref. 78, where two LPFBGS having different
grating periods were inscribed in SMF instead. The fiber
region containing the second LPFBG is chemically etched
to act as a highly sensitive RI sensor [Fig. 26(a)], whereas
the first LPFBG possesses similar temperature sensitivity as
first one and can act as a reference. A similar approach77

is realized by two LPFBGs inscribed in different fibers,
one in SMF and the second in double-clad fiber, as shown
in Fig. 26(b). The LPFBG section in the double-cladding
fiber is solely sensitive to temperature, while the section
of the LPFBG in the SMF is sensitive to both temperature
and surrounding RI. Another approach79 is based on a
single-ultralong LPFBG, which possesses multiple reso-
nance peaks. These peaks possess different temperatures and
RI sensitivities.

Further examples, Refs. 81–83, present RI–temperature
sensors based on tilted FBGs (Fig. 27), which, in comparison
to standard FBGs, provide relatively high sensitivity to
RI without any additional need for intervention to the
fiber geometry, in which they are inscribed. Tilted FBGs
usually form a complex back-reflected optical spectrum,
which is composed of many peaks. For example, in a
standard single-mode fiber and for grating tilts of <45 deg,
these peaks correspond to resonance coupling among
forward propagating fundamental mode, and a variety of
backward propagating modes that usually include both back-
ward propagating fundamental mode and verity of cladding
modes. In this case, resonance coupling between the forward
and backward propagating fundamental modes is tempera-
ture-dependent, but independent of RI, whereas resonances
among the forward propagating mode and variety of back-
ward propagating cladding modes exhibit strong dependence
on surrounding RI and temperature. Cladding modes
responses are further dependent on the mode order and gra-
ting properties. Thus proper signal processing of a part of

Fig. 25 RI and temperature sensor based on polished FBG partially covered by liquid.
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the entire back-reflected spectrum is used to extract temper-
ature and RI independently of each other. Examples of this
approach are presented in Ref. 82.

Tilted multimode FBG can also be used to design dual-
parameter RI–temperature sensors as described in Ref. 81.
In this case, two different groups of resonances appear in
the transmission spectra, one that belongs to coupling
among forward and backward propagating core modes, and
the other belonging to coupling among core and cladding
modes. These transmission dips caused by mode coupling
between core and cladding modes are sensitive to surround-
ing RI and temperature, whereas the dips due to the coupling
among core modes are sensitive only to temperature. Proper
signal processing of the spectrum is again needed to
resolve information on RI and temperature unambiguously.
Another sensor design utilizes FBG and tilted FBG inscribed
one over another to form a tilted moire FBG,83 as illustrated
in Fig. 28. Using a single-tilted moire FBG sensor, the
temperature change can be obtained directly from the wave-
length shift of the back-coupled fundamental mode (Bragg
mode), whereas the RI modulates resonance wavelengths

belonging to the coupling between the fundamental and clad-
ding modes.

Sensors for measuring temperature and strain
simultaneously84 present another group that can be realized
by tilted FBGs or LPFBGs. An example of a single-tilted
LPFBG use for simultaneous strain and temperature sensing
is described in Ref. 84. The core mode and cladding modes’
resonances have equal temperature, but different strain sen-
sitivities. Thus proper monitoring and comparison of the
core-mode resonance with the cladding-mode resonances
allows for unambiguous separation of temperature and strain.
A simultaneous force and temperature sensor based on
LPFBG was presented in Ref. 88. The LPFG was inscribed
over the splice between a microstructured optical fiber and
a standard SMF. The grating exhibits two groups of attenu-
ation bands with different responses to temperature and
strain. The presented sensor is relatively long, i.e., its length
exceeds few centimeters.

Simultaneous sensing of temperature and bending/curva-
ture was reported in Ref. 85. This approach utilizes observa-
tions of amplitude changes of different transmission dips

Fig. 26 RI and temperature sensors based on LPFBGs: (a) LPFBGs having different periods and
(b) LPFBGs inscribed in dual-cladding fiber.

Fig. 27 Typical example of tilted FBG used for multiparameter sensing.

Fig. 28 RI and temperature sensor based on a single-tilted moire FBG sensor.
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related to two types of LPFBG, spliced together and
inscribed into two different types of fibers (one inscribed
into an H2 loaded fiber, while the other inscribed in a Bo/
Ge-doped fiber). In this case, increased fiber bending mod-
ulates cladding modes losses in both fibers, which further
leads to modulation of resonance dips’ amplitudes in both
gratings. The temperature, on the other hand, also affects
the amplitudes of the gratings’ spectral dips, but distinctively
for both types of gratings. To overcome the problems of
crosstalk and nonlinearities in the proposed sensing system,
an artificial neural network was trained to distinguish among
both measured parameters.

A sensor for simultaneous rotation and displacement
(bending) measurement based on a tilted FBG is described
in Ref. 86. Cladding modes are sensitive to torsional fiber/
twist due to the stress build up in the cladding that is induced
by fiber rotational twisting. The magnitude of these effects is
proportional to the distance from the center of the fiber thus
the higher-order modes usually see stronger modulation of
their effective indices during the fiber’s torsional twist,
which leads to modulation of peaks in the spectrum of
the LPFBG. On the other hand, fiber bending alone modu-
lates cladding modes’ effective indices and LPFBG resonan-
ces. The method described in Ref. 86 observes selected
cladding mode resonances, which exhibit different sensitiv-
ities to the curvature and rotation and are correlated further to
the rotation and curvature of fiber bending. A very similar
approach is presented in Ref. 89, where the interference
among multiple modes of an elliptical hollow-core photonic
bandgap fiber is utilized to obtain simultaneous fiber twist
and temperature measurements.

Access to cladding modes through tilted FBGs also
allows for a design of sensor for simultaneous measurement
of liquid level and temperature.87 In this case, both param-
eters can be measured avoiding undesired crosstalk by
tracking the difference in responses of core and cladding
modes’ resonances. In particular, temperature variations
are related to the core mode resonance wavelength, while
the variation in the liquid level is correlated to an integral
of amplitudes of all cladding modes that are present in
the sensor’s transmission spectrum.

In many instances, combinations of conventional FBGs
and LPFBGs prove to be a convenient approach in the design
of multiparameter sensors. Sensors for simultaneous meas-
urement of RI and temperature certainly belong to this
group.48,49 The approach described in Ref. 49 utilizes an
LPFBG and an FBG written one after another in a D-
fiber. The FBG is sensitive to temperature, whereas the
LPFBG, which provides cladding mode resonance, responds
to both RI and temperature. Additional thinning of the D-
fiber through the etching process further allows for sensitiv-
ity tuning and sensitivity enhancement. A similar approach is
also reported in Ref. 48, where a cascade of LPFBG and
FBG are formed near the tip of a single-mode fiber

(Fig. 29). By simply measuring wavelength shifts in trans-
mission dips of both gratings, one could establish tempera-
ture and RI. Interestingly, when the sensor is properly
designed, and when observing the back-reflected spectrum
which contains only the FBG wavelength, the amplitude of
the spectral peak becomes proportional to RI, whereas the
characteristics’wavelength depends only on the temperature,
which might allow for a simple sensor interrogation scheme.

Combinations of LPFBG and FBG can also yield sensors
for simultaneous temperature and pressure sensing. Wang
et al.51 represented an example where a fiber with closely
inscribed LPFBG and FBG is encapsulated in a metal cyl-
inder with two side openings, each on opposite sides of
the cylinder wall (Fig. 30). The external pressure compresses
the polymer region around the opening, which causes
mechanical defamation of the polymer and change in its
RI. In this case, both gratings respond differently to mechani-
cal deformation, surrounding RI change, and temperature.
Observation of both grating characteristics’ wavelength con-
sequently allows for independent determination of pressure
and temperature.

A combined FBG–LPFBG sensor was also reported for
simultaneous measurement of relative humidity and RI.47

The sensor consists of two gratings stacked in series, from
which the LPFBG is polyimide coated to enhance relative
humidity sensitivity, while the conventional FBG is used for
measurement of temperature.

2.5 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Combinations
of FBG/LPFBGs and FPIs

FBGs combined with FPIs usually to provide opportunities
for measurements of parameters that involve combinations of
pressure and temperature,90,91 strain and temperature,92–95

and RI and temperature.96–100 FP cavities are especially con-
venient for the design of pressure-sensitive sensor sections
and are often realized in different configurations.

Simple cascading of an FPI and a conventional FBG can
provide a straightforward way to create a dual-parameter

Fig. 29 RI and temperature sensor based on cascaded LPFBG and FBG.

Fig. 30 Pressure and temperature sensor based on LPFBG and FBG
encapsulated in a metal cylinder.
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sensor. For example, in Ref. 93, an in-line fiber etalon
(created by silica capillary splicing in-between two SMFs) is
cascaded with an FBG to form strain/temperature sensors
[Fig. 31(a)]. An in-line fiber etalon is strain sensitive, but
has low-temperature sensitivity, while an FBG is sensitive
to both temperature and strain. A matrix method is then
used to resolve both parameters. A similar approach is also
described in Ref. 94. An alternative approach is presented
in Ref. 91, where pressure is determined through gas RI
measurements, which are performed by a short-open-path
cavity, while an FBG is added into a cascade with an FPI
to provide temperature measurement and the compensation
required for extraction of pressure from the gas RI variation.
It is also possible to cascade FPI with LPFBGs95 as shown in
Fig. 31(b). Since an LPFBG can be inscribed in a way to
allow high-temperature LPFBG operations, this approach
might be advantageous in multiparameter sensors for high-
temperature sensing applications.

A further approach in a design of combined FPI-FBG
sensors is to use two closely spaced FBGs, which define a
sensing FPI among both gratings as illustrated in Fig. 32(a).
A structure like this provides a distinctive spectral response,
which is composed of overlying the spectra of both the FBGs
and FPI. Proper signal processing, which usually involves
matrix method, can resolve characteristics’ wavelengths of

FBGs and path length variation in the FPI defined by the
FBG pair. A combined strain–temperature sensor can be real-
ized in this way, as described in Ref. 92. A similar approach
can also be used to build a sensor for pressure and temper-
ature sensing.90 In this case, a short section of PCF fiber is
inserted in-between two SMFs containing FBGs to create a
pressure-sensitive FPI [Fig. 32(b)]. The surrounding pressure
compresses the PCF region and produces a distinctive spec-
tral response, while the shift in FBGs’ wavelength is used
mainly to determine the temperature.

Another straightforward approach was presented in
Ref. 101, where an temperature-sensing FBG and diaphragm-
based-pressure-sensitive FPI are stacked on the tip of an SMF.
Pressure-sensitive FPI is made out of a short-glass capillary
and a silica diaphragm. Pressure is measured by a combination
of a laser diode and a photodetector, using quadrature point
measuring scheme, while the temperature information is
obtained by back-reflected spectrum analysis of FBG peak
position.

In a similar way, simultaneous RI and temperature sens-
ing was described in Ref. 97, by creating a micromachined,
open-path cavity in-between two identical FBGs. Another
interesting example of a structure utilizing closely spaced
FBGs, which define a sensing FPI, is obtained when the
fiber between both gratings is tapered in a way to allow
for evanescent field interaction within the tapered region,
as described in Ref. 98. This allows for the creation of
combined RI–temperature sensors with low insertion losses.
Low insertion loss allows multiplexing of multiple sensors
located along a single fiber.99

A rather special example of a sensor based on a combi-
nation of FPI/FBG is presented in Ref. 96, where a single
FBG is used to define dual FPIs within the same birefringent
fiber (individual interferometers are defined by linear polari-
zation modes of birefringent fiber). Proper processing of
spectral response allows, in this case, simultaneous sensing
of temperature and RI.

Fig. 31 Strain and temperature sensors based on: (a) cascading FPI
and FBG and (b) cascading FPI and LPFBG.

Fig. 32 Pressure and temperature sensors based on: (a) FPI cavity from SMF sandwiched between two
FBGs and (b) FPI cavity from the PCF sandwiched between two FBGs.
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2.6 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Combinations
of FBGs and MZIs/Michelson Interferometers

Combinations of FBGs and MZI (or MI), predominantly,
provide opportunities for building of sensors for simulta-
neous sensing of temperature and RI. While there is a
substantial number of different reported variations of RI–
temperature sensors that utilize MZI and FBG/LPFBG
combinations,102–117 mostly they share the same opera-
tional principle: MZIs are created by one of the methods
described in Sec. 2.2 and are sensitive to both external
RI variation and temperature, while FBGs are predomi-
nantly used as temperature sensing sections (in case of
LPFBG, spectral features corresponding to LPFBG reso-
nance also become RI-dependent, but this dependence
is considerably lower than the spectral sensitivity of the
modal interference caused by modes that are coupled by
LPFBG into the cladding). A rather special case of this
approach is described in Ref. 118, where the fiber section
containing FBG is bent strongly (Fig. 33). Strong bending
couples light into the cladding, and this light interferes
with the mode propagating within the core, which provides
the desired RI sensitivity.

Proper design of these sensors can also keep overall inser-
tion losses at a sufficiently low level to allow multiplexing of
this type of sensor reported in Ref. 110.

A similar design with strongly bent fiber is presented in
Ref. 119, where the sensor is created out of a strongly bend
(balloon-shaped) single-mode fiber, which forms a displace-
ment-sensitive MZI (in the bend, light is coupled from core
to cladding modes that further interfere with a core mode)
and an LPFBG. The sensor has two distinctive spectral
dips, which respond to displacement and temperature with
different sensitivities and allow for discrimination of both
parameters.

Another alternate design of MZI-LPFBG type of RI-tem-
perature sensor is presented in Ref. 120. Here a liquid-filled
PCF, which forms an MZI, is cascaded with an LPFBG. The

liquid-filled PCF is only sensitive to temperature change,
while the resonant wavelength shift of the LPFG responds
to both RI and temperature.

LPFBGs and MZIs can also be combined to form sensors
for simultaneous strain and temperature sensing, as described
in Ref. 121. This design involves a double-cladding fiber
with two LPFBGs inscribed apart, so that strain is applied
only between both LPFBGs (Fig. 34). The transmission
spectrum is composed of LPFBG resonance dips that are
further modulated by MZI interference fringes, i.e., grating
resonances present an envelope for MZI interference fringes.
In this configuration, a change in ambient temperature causes
a shift in the position of the LPFBG spectral dips (spectral
envelope), while the strain application causes a change of
phase of the MZI fringes, which are observable (enveloped)
within the FBGs dips. Tracing of a spectral envelope allows
for temperature determination, whereas tracing of fringes
within the LPFBG envelope allows for correlation with
strain.

A further approach to measure strain and temperature
is described in Ref. 122, where a sensor is based on a
standard FBG, and an intermodal interferometer based on
a PCF. The intermodal interferometer exhibits an opposite
strain response compared to that of the FBG. It also exhibits
high sensitivity to strain, while it is relatvely insensitive to
temperature. These characteristics are used for the discrimi-
nation of strain and temperature signals, and for improving
strain and temperature measurement resolutions.

Combinations of FBGs and MZIs also allow for the
design of three-parameter sensors that can measure strain,
RI, and temperature, simultaneously. In Ref. 123, an FBG
is inscribed into a dual-mode fiber. An FBG like this not
only possesses two characteristic Bragg resonances, which
exhibit different sensitivities to strain and temperature and
correspond to backward coupling of LP01 and LP11
modes, but also shows many strong cladding mode resonan-
ces, which are all sensitive to RI. Another similar example of
a three-parameter sensor (strain, RI, and temperature) is
reported in Ref. 124, where the sensing structure is com-
posed of three regions (Fig. 35): (a) a single-mode fiber
with inscribed FBG, which is only strain and temperature
sensitive, (b) a tapered SMF section with inscribed FBG,
which is sensitive to temperature, strain, and RI, and (c) a
section of coreless fiber (that defines MZI), which is also
sensitive to all three-sensed parameters, but with consider-
ably different spectral sensitivities to all three parameters
than the FBG inscribed in the tapered region. Proper process-
ing of the transmission/refraction spectrum using the matrix
method then leads to a measurement system that can distin-
guish all three parameters.Fig. 33 RI and temperature sensor based on a strongly bent FBG.

Fig. 34 Strain and temperature sensor based on an LPFBG inscribed in a double-cladding fiber.
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2.7 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Fiber Loops

A fiber loop mirror is a fiber structure that can support
several sensor configurations for multiparameter sensing.
Fiber loops include a 3-dB directional coupler and a section
of HB fiber that generates an optical path-length length dif-
ference within the loop and allows interferometric sensing of
changes in the HB fiber’s birefringence.

Fiber loops can serve as combined sensors for strain
and temperature measurements. The approach reported in
Ref. 125 describes a sensor that consists of two consecutive,
but different, sections of HB, configured into a fiber
loop mirror, which creates multiple interference paths with
the loop that exhibit different sensitivities to strain and
temperature (strain and temperature are then resolved by
proper processing of the Interferometer’s spectral response).
Another fiber loop-based approach is described in Ref. 126,
and utilizes a method where a high-power pump laser is
inserted into the fiber loop to change the properties of
the HB erbium-doped fiber (Fig. 36). With the different
sensitivity responses of the erbium-doped fiber to strain
and temperature when the high-power pump laser is ON or
OFF, it is possible to measure these two physical parameters
simultaneously.

A polarization maintaining PCF configured into a loop
mirror that acts as a strain sensor together with an erbium-
doped fiber127 that acts as a temperature-dependent amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) source also allows for com-
bined strain and temperature sensing. Here, measuring the

spectral position of the loop interference peak responds to
temperature and strain, while the power/amplitude of the
same peak correlates to temperature only. Further loop con-
figuration for simultaneous strain and temperature measure-
ment is reported in Ref. 128. The sensing head is composed
of a fiber loop mirror incorporating a section of FBG,
which is inscribed into the HB fiber section. The two Bragg
wavelengths of the fiber grating inscribed into the polariza-
tion maintaining fiber and signal loop interference fringe
(generated by the inserted polarization maintaining fiber)
show different sensitivities to strain and temperature, which
allows for discrimination of strain and temperature using
the matrix method.

Another sensor example, described in Ref. 129, is apt to
measure temperature and humidity simultaneously. It uses
a fiber loop that contains a short section of HB fiber with
inscribed LPFBG as shown in Fig. 37. The surface of the
fiber with the LPFBG is coated with moisture-sensitive poly-
vinyl alcohol, which changes RI proportionally to relative
humidity. The resonance wavelength and its intensity vary
with temperature and humidity, so humidity and temperature
can be measured simultaneously.

The next example presents a combination of PCF and
fiber loop mirror to form a hydrogen/RI and temperature
sensor.130 Hydrogen sensitivity was archived by Pd/WO3
coating of PCF, which formed amodal interferometer, while
the loop configuration of, otherwise, HB PCF provided
temperature sensitivity.

Fig. 35 Strain, RI, and temperature sensor.

Fig. 37 Humidity and temperature sensor.

Fig. 36 Strain and temperature sensor based on HB erbium-doped fiber.
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Fiber loops (Fig. 38), when combined with an elliptical
core PCF131 or elliptical core side hole fiber,132 can also
yield a sensor for simultaneous measurement of three param-
eters: the fiber’s torsional twist, temperature, and strain.
In these reports, the elliptical core PCF or elliptical core
side hole fiber exhibit group birefringence that is dependent
on all three parameters. Due to the chromatic dispersion
characteristics of the group birefringence in these fibers, the
sensor possesses different wavelength responses to different
parameters at different interference fringe valleys. The matrix
method is then used to resolve all three parameters.

2.8 Multiparameter Sensors Based on Combinations
of Interferometers and Intensity Modulation
Principles

In certain instances, measurement of a sensor’s total reflec-
tivity or reflectivity from a particular sensor’s surface can be
used to determine an additional sensing parameter, mostly
RI. This approach can be combined with most interferomet-
ric and grating principles that are otherwise utilized for
measurement of other parameters (temperature, pressure,
etc.).1,133–148 In more advanced designs, measurement of
the reflection ratio from two adjacent sensors’ surfaces is
utilized to reduce the sensitivity of the measurement to vari-
ability in interrogator-to-sensor interconnection losses and
source variability. This is achieved through proper signal

processing that utilizes IDFT of back-reflected spectrum to
determine and compare reflectance from multiple sensors’
surfaces,134,135,139 as shown in Fig. 39.

Sometimes, amplitudes of individual spectral features
(peaks/dips), or interference fringe contrast, are correlated
directly to the parameter that is measured, since the peak/
dip amplitude and/or fringe contrast can often be associated
with a particular surface’s reflectivity.146 Examples of sen-
sors where fiber interferometers or FBG are combined
with reflectance monitoring from a particular surface to
obtain simultaneous temperature and RI measurements are
described in Refs. 1, 134–138, 140, 141, 144–146, and
148. A rather special case of an FBG-intensity modulation
RI–temperature sensor is presented in Ref. 133, where a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector fiber laser is defined by two conven-
tional FBGs, while the third tilted FBG is written in-between
the cavity forming FBGs, as illustrated in Fig. 40. The tilted
FBG acts as an intracavity loss modulator that depends on
the surrounding RI, which affects the lasing properties of
the laser.

An intensity-based approach combined with FBGs, using
doped fibers, is also reported in Ref. 149, where an FBG is
written into an Er:Yb:co-doped fiber. The fiber is pumped
by a 980-nm source while observing the spectrum at the sen-
sor’s output, and where the doped fiber acts as ASE source.
Since ASE is temperature-dependent, the peak in the output

Fig. 38 Torsion, strain, and temperature sensor: (a) loop combined with an elliptical core PCF and
(b) loop combined with elliptical core side hole fiber.

Fig. 39 (a) RI and temperature sensor and (b) its corresponding IDFT.
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spectrum and the total output power can be correlated to the
strain and temperature using the matrix method. Another
example of combined interferometric and intensity-based
measurement principle for simultaneous temperature and
RI sensing is reported in Ref. 150. Here, an MI is formed
using a conventional fiber directional coupler, but with
one arm containing a short section of HB fiber as shown
in Fig. 41. Spectral response contains, in this configuration,
two distinctive features: a high-frequency finger correspond-
ing to the optical path length difference among directional
coupler arms, and a low-frequency fringe (which defines
an envelope of high-frequency fringe) that corresponds to
the interference among both polarization modes of the HB
fiber. The position of the latter within the optical spectrum
is predominately temperature-dependent, while the fringe
contrast of the high-frequency fringe is RI dependent on
the amount of back-reflected light from the exposed fiber
end, which changes with RI.

More complex sensors for simultaneous measurement of
three parameters (pressure, temperature, and RI) are reported
in Refs. 139 and 143. The RI sensing function here is
achieved through end-surface reflectance observation, as
already described.

Another sensor for simultaneous measurement of three
parameters (strain, temperature, and RI) is presented in
Ref. 151. The sensor is based on a tilted FBG, where strain

and temperature are discriminated by observing the core
mode and strongly guided cladding mode resonances, while
the RI is determined by integration of the transmission
spectrum.

Parameters other than RI can also be added to a set
of parameters already measured by interferometric or FBG
principles using intensity measurement approaches. An
example of a sensor created along these lines is presented
in Ref. 147, where a fiber loop is cascaded with an FBG.
Modulation of the loop diameter (caused by linear displace-
ment of the loop) and FBG spectral temperature response
yields a sensor that can measure displacement and temper-
ature simultaneously. A somewhat similar example of a sen-
sor for simultaneous measurement of strain and bending is
presented in Ref. 142. Here an FBG is inscribed in a short
section of multimode fiber, while the fiber is excited by a
single-mode fiber (Fig. 42). This causes the appearance of
multiple peaks in a back-reflected spectrum, each corre-
sponding to the FBG resonance of an individual mode.
All these peaks are strain sensitive, but when the fiber is
bent, their amplitudes change, due to the model interference
(it would be perhaps more correct to list this reference under
Sec. 2f; however, the authors rely here on ratio-metric mea-
surements, which make this sensor a combined intensity-
FBG sensor).

Combining intensity modulation with FBG or interfero-
metric principles might yield simple structures; however,
these approaches still need spectral interrogation in most
cases, while they suffer mostly from limitations that are
typical for intensity based sensors. On the other hand, some
reported RI–temperate sensors do not need any special post-
proceedings (like matrix method) to discriminate between
both measured parameters, which might certainly be an ad-
vantage in field applications. An interesting intensity modu-
lation approach for measurements of fiber twist/rotation is
presented in Ref. 152. Here a pair of helical long-period
fiber gratings (HLPG) with opposite helicities was written
into the sensing fiber (Fig. 43), resulting in two distinctive
resonance peaks that exhibit oppositely signed spectral sen-
sitivities to rotation and an equally signed response to the
temperature. A pair of DFB diodes with different emission
wavelengths, tuned to quasi-linear regions of gratings dips,
was used to illuminate the sensor and observe the transmitted
power. The power transmitted at both wavelengths was
then fed to a matrix calculation to resolve temperature and
torsional twist.

Fig. 40 RI and temperature sensor based on tilted FBG.

Fig. 41 RI and temperature sensor based on MI.

Fig. 42 Strain and bending sensor.

Fig. 43 A pair of HLPG.
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2.9 Multiparameter Sensor Based on Surface
Plasmon Resonance

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) occurs when an incident
light wave excites oscillations of free electrons at the boun-
dary between two materials, which possess opposite signs of
real parts of their dielectric functions (most typical examples
are metal-dielectric interfaces). Multiparameter fiber-based
SPR sensors are usually built in a way to remove part of
the fiber’s cladding locally, or using D-fibers,153,154 by cou-
pling light into the cladding155,156 as shown in Fig. 44, by
fiber tapering, or using photonics crystal fibers (PCF)157 with
the goal to allow for local access to the optical field propa-
gating along the fiber.

These field access regions (exposed parts of the wave-
guides) are then covered by a thin layer of usually noble
metal (gold or silver). For the resonance to occur, the
phase constant of the mode in the fiber must match the
propagation constant of the surface plasmon. Since these
matching conditions depend on the surrounding RI and
wavelength, SPR sensors are, in essence, RI sensors that
can be interrogated spectrally. Since SPR can provide very
sensitive RI measurements, it is reasonable, if not even
imperative, to combine SPR sensing with temperature sens-
ing capability. Thus multiparameter SPR-based sensors are
almost exclusively found as sensitive dual-parameter sensors
for measurements of RI and temperature. SPR sensor sec-
tions are usually interrogated spectrally and combined with
a temperature sensing function using one of the sensing
principles described in one of the previous sections of this
review.

2.10 Other Principles

There are various other optical principles that can be utilized
for multiparameter sensor design and that are not covered
by the aforementioned classification.

One of the earliest reports of multiparameter sensors
is described in Ref. 158. Here, simultaneous strain and

temperature measurements were achieved by application
of a combined fiber-modal interferometer and polarimeter,
created within a section of an elliptical core fiber.
Different responses were obtained for interferometer and
polarimeter with respect to the strain and temperature, which
allows for separation of both parameters. An application of
a multicore fiber for multiparameter sensing is described
in Ref. 159. A short section of four-core fiber inserted
in-between two lead single-mode fibers (Fig. 45) was
used to simultaneous measure strain, temperature, and RI.159

Launching of light in the center of the cladding of four-
core fiber creates a complex interference pattern, which
modulates coupling of light into the output fiber. The output
spectrum contains different spectral dips with different
sensitivities to strain, RI, and temperature.

In addition, an FBG was also written in one of the lead
SMF fibers. Proper processing of this complex output spec-
trum (using the matrix method) allows for separation of all
three parameters. PCF can also serve as a basis for several
multiparameter sensors. Lin et al.160 described a sensor that
simulates measurement of strain and temperature, where sev-
eral holes of the fiber were infiltrated selectively by a liquid.
Interference among multiple modes in a structure like this
creates a spectral signature that allows for extraction of
temperature and strain. Microfabricated photonics crystal
structures placed on the fiber tip also provide means for
multiparameter sensing. In Ref. 161, a photonics crystal is
fabricated on silicon using the lithographic process, and
then transferred onto the tip of an optical fiber. The complex
spectral response is sensitive to both RI and temperature.
Similarly, in Ref. 162, measuring resonant wavelengths of
different modes of a luminescent semiconductor photonic
crystal cavity placed on the tip of an optical fiber are pro-
posed and demonstrated for simultaneous measurement of
RI and temperature. Lin et al.163,164 described an interesting,
grating like, approach, where, instead, periodically, weak in-
fiber mirrors are dispersed randomly along a short section of
fiber (e.g., random grating) by application of femtosecond

Fig. 44 RI and temperature sensor based on SPR by coupling light into the cladding.

Fig. 45 Strain, temperature, and RI sensor.
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laser inscription (Fig. 45). A broadband light source is
launched into the fiber, while analyzing the back-reflected
spectrum. The distinct interference fringes exhibited in the
back-reflected spectrum are the result of both an MZI
scheme via core-cladding mode coupling, and an FPI scheme
via multiple reflected core–core mode couplings through
reflections from numerous index-modified spots in the ran-
dom grating. The external disturbances may cause changes in
the interferometer length and effective refractive indices of
the core mode and cladding modes in both types of created
FPIs and MZIs. Such changes will, accordingly, result in a
phase shift that leads to a spectral shift in the corresponding
reflection spectrum. Temperature and RI measurements were
demonstrated along such random grating (Fig. 46).

Fiber couplers and/or dual core fiber can also be
employed in various RI sensing applications. When properly
configured, they can be used to measure RI, RI-related
parameters, and temperature. An example of combined
temperature–magnetic field sensor (utilizing magneto-optic
liquid that changes RI as a function of the B-field) was
described in Ref. 165. In a similar way, simultaneous meas-
urement of temperature and strain was also reported in
Ref. 166. Here a dual-core plastic fiber was tapered to create
a coupling zone.

Microknots and fiber microresonators also proved to be
a basis for the creation of compact RI sensing devices.
A possible approach for a dual-parameter RI–temperature
sensor, which is based on a microknot resonator, is present
in Ref. 167.

3 Multiparameter Sensors According to Type and
Number of Parameters

In Table 1, we provide a list of sensor types, together with
combinations of parameters that were demonstrated success-
fully for multiparameter sensing. The number of solutions
for dual-parameter sensing is significantly larger than
solutions for three or more parameters’ sensing. Among
dual-parameter sensors, sensors for simultaneous sensing of
RI and temperature stand out in the number of reported

operational principles and sensing approaches. The number
of reports on a three-parameter sensor is already significantly
limited, whereas the number of reports for simultaneous
sensing of four parameters’ sensors reduces to about one
example. It is more than apparent that combining more
than two parameters represents a significant challenge.

4 Conclusion
This paper provided a review of work in the field of compact
fiber-optic sensors that allow independent and simultaneous
measurements of two or more different parameters. Sensor
designs and corresponding signal processing schemes were
reviewed and compared. Early work in this area can be traced
back for over 25 years, but only recently this has attracted
more in-depth research. This is probably a consequence of
both increasing demands for multiparameter sensors in the
field, and also recent developments of spectrally resolved
signal interrogators that provide more versatile approaches
to fiber-optic sensing and signal interrogation and interpre-
tation. The majority of current work is focused into two-
parameter sensors, where sensors for simultaneous sensing
temperature and RI stand out in a number of recent publica-
tions. In dual-parameter sensors, temperature is the most fre-
quently addressed parameter, i.e., a significant percentage of
dual-parameter sensors is reported as sensors for measure-
ments of particular parameters and temperature. While this
is a consequence of actual needs in the field, temperature
can also be measured in a number of different ways, which
simplifies the design of sensors that combine temperature
and any other parameter. The number of reported solutions
for sensors that can sense three parameters simultaneously is,
however, already limited, while sensors for sensing of
parameters beyond three are very rare. Researching and
engineering sensors capable of sensing three or more param-
eters will continue to present a challenge. This is probably
related to difficulties in combining very different sensing
principles into a single-sensor structure, while being able
to resolve individual parameters independently one from
another with low crosstalk.

In the future, we can expect further sensor miniaturization
and integration of different sensor principles, with opportu-
nities to sense more diversified sets of parameters. It can
also be expected that both micromachining technologies and
signal processing algorithms will improve, both in cost and
performance, and will be further optimized to allow for
more reliable multiparameter sensing. Some of these steps/
challenges also need to be taken up by interrogator designers
and producers. For example, spectral interrogator vendors
could easily upgrade firmware in existing spectral interrog-
ators to accommodate multiparameter sensor applications
better (e.g., by adding on board IDFT with phase tracking
algorithms and matrix calculation capabilities). We also
need to warn on “overuse” of the matrix method, which is
deeply anchored in existing multiparameter sensor designs.
The matrix method assumes linear relationships among
sensed optical and measured output parameters. These rela-
tionships are, however, often nonlinear, or they exhibit linear
behavior only in limited ranges, while the matrix coefficients
are often obtained by (two point) calibration. This might be
quite a challenge in the design of commercial multiparameter
sensors. Thus sensor designs that can provide “purer” rela-
tionships between actually measured optical parameters and

Fig. 46 (a) Random grating, (b) multiparameter sensor based on
wavelength-division spectral cross correlateion,163 and (c) multipara-
meter sensor based on random fiber laser with random grating
feedback.164
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sensed parameters, i.e., where the matrix method is not
needed, or when at least some of the matrix coefficients
go to zero, shall also probably be of high research interest.
The latter might be of even greater interest when attempting to
design usefully sensors for sensing of three or more parame-
ters simultaneously. More rigorous metrological evaluation of
multiparameter sensors/principles will be also needed in the
future. Currently, the majority of published work is focused
on demonstrating working principles with limited emphasis
on achievable sensor performances. Parameters like resolu-
tion, crosstalk among measured parameters, and achievable
absolute accuracy over sensors operating ranges will need to
be analyzed systematically in detail, to make the proposed
principles viable for field applications.

Finally, on the application side, there will be a question as
to whether it is more economical to use more complex sensor
structures combined with advanced algorithms, or rather rely
on multiple individual sensors. Thus simplification of multi-
parameter sensor designs, sensor production technologies,
designs that provide clear and simple relations between
attainable optical parameters and measured parameters, and
complexity of the calibration process that will guarantee sen-
sor performance, will be detrimental for further commercial
success of this technology. Work in this area is far from being
completed.
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